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About This Game

After defeating Shub-Niggurath, you arrive back at your home base on Earth, but it's not all blue skies and butterflies.
Apparently, not all QUAKE forces have been subdued. Chaos ensues as you blast your way through the QUAKE minions and
toward the infested gateway. Your only choice is to find the source of evil and shut it down. Without any hesitation, and with

more guts than common sense, you leap into a portal of unknown destination.
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This mission pack was enjoyable.. The game dlc is great.. Like quake? well this game adds about 15 levels and 4 weapons. fun
game, but when you try to play and the GLquake doesn't work,
just go to your start up options on normal quake and type -hipnotic
spelt just like that, and it works like a charm. Where Quake was a classic FPS, its first mission pack is a classic example of an
expansion done right.

Developed by Hipnotic Interactive, who would later rebrand themselves as Ritual Entertainment and work on such titles as SiN,
Heavy Metal: F.A.K.K. 2 and Legacy of Kain: Defiance, Scourge of Armagon expands the Quake experience by adding a new
campaign, several new enemies, weapons and powerups, all of them blending right in with the old elements. However, I feel that
the expansion's strongest point were its levels. Creatively designed and much more difficult than the vanilla game, they're
expansive and make use of more advanced mechanics and visuals in order to accomodate and overall complete the mission
pack's other additions.

If you enjoyed Quake, you'd be sinning if you passed this mission pack over.. This game reminds me quite a bit of the Half-Life
episode series, and acts in a similar way. It is a continuation of the story from Quake 1 but with new enemies a few new
weapons and a large amount of levels to play through. Everything else is pretty much the same from Quake 1 in terms of
graphics and gameplay which is nice. The new enemies introduced are tough when first encountered and really make you think
on your toes. As for the weapons they handle well and give you new and fun ways to take on the armies of Quake. The only
complaint I had with this game was that the final boss fight was a bit underwhelming compared to that of the first game. Other
than that I would highly recommend this game to anyone who is a fan of the quake series or first person shooters in general.. i
think it has egyptians or some shiz. Took a long while to sort out how I could run this on Windows 10! Though once I installed
two programs 'Quakespasm' and SQlauncher the game ran awesome. Classic add on!!. Probably one of the best add-ons for Q1.
Atmospheric level design + some new features. Need to buy, need to play.. Yea!
-Old School twitch shooting
-Great Level design
-Its more Quake

Meh!
-AI shows its age, which makes exploiting them easy
-New items give a meh feel to the expierience

Bleh!
-Needs mods to support modern resolutions

Gist:
Another 3 episodes(15 levels) of pure Quake awesomeness, the levels design is amazing which you don't see much of in that
caliber in todays games. If you like Quake its a must buy. But just like the original game you will need mods to clean it up a bit
and give support for modern resolutions.

. I get what they tried to do here: just take everything Quake and crank it up to 11.

However dropping dozens of enemies on the player (often litterally as enemies have a nasty habit of spawning in behind you)
makes for an inconsistent and infuriatingly frustrating difficulty curve.

Play the first Quake, it's still awesome even after all these years, but steer clear of this expansion pack.
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While not as perfected as Quake, this is still pretty good. It takes a practical approach to mapping, as opposed to the more
abstract nature of base Quake. While this causes it to suffer a bit game-play wise, various buildings look like they are meant for
something. It reminded me a lot of the sort of mapping that went into the Turok series. Unfortunately, I didn't like the
soundtrack, it struck me as quite generic mid-90s video game music. Not worth the effort of tracking down, and I shut it off
about midway through. The new enemies seem interesting, but I didn't see much of their gimmicks before they disappeared into
a shower of gibs. Two of the new weapons were useful, but the third was outclassed by the easier-to-find Thunderbolt.. New
levels, enemies, weapons, and a new boss ARMAGON!!!!. Its Quake

With Scourges And Armagons. This first expansion pack for Quake is the best out of the other mission packs that were
developed (there was a third pack unreleased commercially). The map design is on par to that of id quality, filled with military
bases and dark runic/medievil environments, along with having more additions such as more detailed traps and rotating objects.
One secret level within the game is designed with Deathmatch in mind and is suspeneded across a black void, something that
wouldn't be seen again till the famous Q3DM17. Expanding upon Quake's arsenal is the Mjolnir hammer, great for crowd
control, a proximity mine launcher (though not as fun as the vanilla grenade launcher), and a laser rifle that has a higher rate of
fire than the one used by Enforcers. While it is nice to have a few extra weapons, they weren't as memorable compared to the
base game.

As with ealier FPS titles there is not much story, but all one needs to know is that Quake's general, Armagon, is up to no good,
leaving you to eliminate him, along with everything else that gets in your way. Gameplay is the same, kill anything that moves,
but still retaining the awesome pixel-hunting secrets (the best ones hidden away by level designer, Levelord), remaining just as
fun as its predecessor. New power-ups are present in the form of a wet-suit, Shield of Empathy, Horn of Conjuration, the horn
being the most interesting as long as you get a nice ally on your side (damn dogs). The most memorable concept was the
Gremlin enemy, being able to steal your weapon and use it against you! It will also "eat" the corpse of fellow demons to spawn
another gremlin buddy, which was an interesting sight the first time I played the game.

This is a recommended title for those who couldn't get enough of the action from the first Quake.. A great continuation from
the first game. This mission pack offers more story, new gameplay elements, new bosses and of course more classic Quake
action. I very much enjoyed playing through this decent lengthed mission pack. This game should have been the ending of
Quake 1 it concludes better than Quake does.
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